HINDUISM,    OLD   AND    NEW
to-day recognize the evils in the temples and deplore them.
But the tragedy is that the masses of the people in South
India worship in temples which, instead of elevating them,
as a religion should do, are mixed "up with degrading doings,
many of them unprintable even in these days of literary
outspokenness.
The best known of these evils is the system of temple
prostitution, a system which was known in the Babylonian
days, and was mixed up with much of the worship of
ancient Rome; certain twelfth-century churches in Italy
are known to have run prostitutes as an attraction to their
worshippers and a financial speculation for the benefit of
the church. In India this sordid business usually starts
with the death of a high-caste man. The husband, accord-
ing to the tenets of Hinduism, is, practically speaking, the
god of the wife, and for her to lose him is not only the
greatest possible misfortune, but is a supreme disgrace, for
it is surely the punishment of some terrible sins she must
have committed either in this or in some previous incarna-
tion. What can she do to expiate such fearful evil ?
She has one priceless possession left, her little girl. The
* most precious thing in all the world is the only worthy offer-
ing to undo the effect of her appalling sin. So the little girl,
perhaps three or four years old, is given to the temple.
There she becomes a dancing girl. I have seen the quaint
and clever dancing of these little girls in some of the temples.
Well trained, and surrounded by the beautiful carvings of
centuries ago; lit up by the brilliant rays of the sun,
rendered brighter still by the dark purple shadows of the
stately temple passages, what could be more charming than
to see a group of Indian girls, their brown bodies dressed in
coloured silk, dancing a Kolatum 1 to the music of drum
and clarinet ? It is certainly a very attractive scene—but
I hate seeing these charming little dancers, for I know what
1 A round dance rather like many of our old English dances. A
Kalial, or stick-dance, is not unlike a Morris dance, but may be
much more varied, and requires very great skin in its complexity.
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